CLASS® Observation Training
Why attend CLASS Observation Training?
You’ll prepare to certify on the CLASS tool so you can reliably code classrooms and help educational leaders make informed decisions about their
programs. During this intensive two-day training, you will:
•

Learn about the CLASS measure and the ways it organizes effective
teacher-child interactions

•

Practice observing and coding classrooms

•

Prepare for the CLASS reliability test

What happens during (and after) Observation Training?
You will gain in-depth knowledge about the CLASS tool from a Certified CLASS Trainer. You’ll also prepare for the CLASS reliability test with other training participants by watching, coding, and discussing
videos from real classrooms.
After training, you will have eight weeks to study and pass your test. And should you have any questions along the way, Teachstone’s observer support group is always available to training participants.

What’s included with training?
•

All training materials (Participant Guide, CLASS Manual, Master Code Justifications,
and Score Sheets)

•

Access to exemplary classroom videos

•

Reliability testing and performance report

•

Ongoing Teachstone support (866.998.8352 | Monday-Friday 8-5 ET)

•

CLASS observer certificate and certification card (once you’ve passed the reliability test)

Can I get CEUs?
As an IACET Accredited Provider, we offer CEUs to empower
educators as lifelong learners and professionals:
• Infant Observation Training: 1.2 CEUs
•

Toddler, Pre-K, K-3, UE, Secondary Observation Training: 1.4 CEUs

•

Infant & Toddler Combined Observation Training: 2.1 CEUs
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How does CLASS Observer Certification work?
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Then what?
After you’ve earned your CLASS observer certification, show
your certification card and begin reliably coding classrooms.

Join our Observer Directory and increase the value
of your CLASS certification.

Engage with others in our CLASS Learning Community to discuss observation challenges and tips.

Continue honing your observations skills by reviewing
our catalog of resources on the Teachstone website:
info.teachstone.com/free-observer-resources

How much does it cost?
Contact us for information and pricing on attending a regional training or hosting
an on-site training.
CLASS Observation Trainings are available at the infant, toddler, pre-K, K-3, upper elementary, and
secondary age levels.
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